(I Don't Want to Go to) Chelsea
Commemorations of Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1753), one of the pivotal figures in early modern British science and medicine, turn on the ambiguous relation between the production of natural knowledge and its commercial exploitation. This relation is neatly expressed by the caption that accompanies Godfrey Kneller's portrait of Sloane (1716) , which hangs in the Royal Society. The caption informs visitors that Sloane formed the foundation collection of the British Museum -and invented milk chocolate. It is to this inviting juxtaposition between collection and confection that this essay attends. Traces of Sloane's sweet legacy are concentrated in West London. The Natural History Museum houses his original cacao specimen as part of the herbarium he assembled from the hundreds of plant species he brought back from the island colony of Jamaica to the imperial capital in 1689. Grand botanical and culinary narratives converge to make it the herbarium's most prestigious species. Linnaeus used the engraving Sloane made of this sample for his authoritative designation of Theobroma cacao in 1753, making it type-specimen material. 1 But
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it is also a relic of the fateful moment when Sloane allegedly originated the sweetening of bitter American chocolate for mild British palates, transmuting an elite stimulant into mass pleasure. Not far from Sloane Square -where a restaurant named The Botanist uncannily reproduces numerous engravings from Sloane's Natural History of Jamaica in illuminated colored panels on its rear wall, 2 in a building that is itself a short walk from Chelsea Physic Garden, which Sloane helped stock with colonial species in the eighteenth century -chocolatiers continue to invoke Sloane's name as purveyors of "London's finest hand-made chocolates." The Web site of the Sir Hans Sloane chocolatier explains that "while exploring the Caribbean, Sir Hans discovered that milk and cocoa beans make perfect partners." Their milk chocolate packages are emblazoned with reproductions of Sloane's cacao engraving, while couples are invited to savor the "Sir Hans Sloane Bespoke Experience" at an establishment offering immersion in the "rich, indulgent world of chocolate" and the production of individualized chocolate recipes. 3 The figure of the gentleman entrepreneur is doing brisk business in the land of the Sloane Rangers.
On the western edge of the Atlantic Ocean, meanwhile, a different set of contemporary rituals construes the history of chocolate rather more communally. In 2009, the Jamaica National Heritage Trust (JNHT) encouraged the island's citizens to participate in a festival at Seville Heritage Park in St. Ann, formerly Sevilla Nueva, the Taino site near which Christopher Columbus made landfall in 1494 and where Spanish colonizers first settled Jamaica's northern coast. Contesting the narrative of ingenious gentlemanly discovery promoted by both learned and commercial marketers of the Sloane brand in Britain, the JNHT Web site invited attendees to bring their own mugs to partake of "limitless cups of Chawklit Tea": a hot beverage brewed from shavings of freshly harvested cacao, boiled with milk and cinnamon. This was billed as part of the "emancipation jubilee," which would bring together dance, music, and theatrical performance to consecrate the graves of "our African ancestors" and "transport the audience to days gone by." 4 As these competing rites suggest, the relation between cacao as species and chocolate as commodity must be sought in the connections that botanical science, colonial trade, and Atlantic slavery forged between West London and the West Indies in the early modern period. Important accounts of colonial botany have shown in impressive detail the intersection of empirical knowledge and commercial profit in the circulation of plants in this era. 5 Such accounts have not always captured, however, the full range of preoccupations of naturalists who sought to classify the new objects of global trade. The "second loss of Eden," as Richard H. Drayton described the eclipse of existing taxonomies during the age of Atlantic and Asian colonization, obliged Europeans to rewrite their catalogs of human as well as plant, mineral, and animal variety. 6 Conversely, due to the retrospective projection of modern disciplinary boundaries, "ethnographic" reportage has often been segregated from the specimens naturalists simultaneously sought to comprehend in their studies. 7 Instead of seemingly discrete practices of botany or ethnography, it is early modern natural history to which we should direct our attention, and in particular its gathering of human and non human entities alike as complementary objects of curiosity. 8 In what follows, Sloane's engagement with both cacao and chocolate is situated in the context of his Jamaica voyage, undertaken at a time when British colonization and capital investment were intensifying dramatically in the Caribbean islands through promotion of the Atlantic slave trade and a plantation-based sugar economy built on West African labor. Naturalists like Sloane were active in exploiting the triangular trade for knowledge and gain. Upon what techniques, it is asked, did Sloane's botany depend for its authority? Of special interest is the relationship between prose descriptions and illustrative engravings in Sloane's published natural history of Jamaica, which featured detailed depictions of species like cacao. 9 The execution of these engravings is linked to specific philosophies of nature and knowledge, and emphasis is placed on the importance of providentialist commitments to the infinite variety of natural kinds. Baconian dogmas about "empiricism" notwithstanding, botanical authority was to be constituted as much through the naturalist's words as through his specimens or engravings, as well as by relating collection and reportage to humanist reference that was commercial and ethnographic in character. Sloane was not merely a botanist, nor did he envision a categorical distinction between what we would term botany and ethnography. Rather, natural history provided a single framework that comprehended the description of both things and people. Artifacts followed plants through colonial networks, since the accumulation of intelligence about foreign peoples had always been construed as part of the pious yet strategic project of natural history.
The essay concludes by showing how Sloane's accounts of species contributed to an imperial chorography that included substantial descriptions of Jamaica's enslaved African population. These descriptions were linked to late-seventeenth-century discussions of the possibility that "negroes" constituted a physically distinct human group.
Collecting Things, Collecting People
Well before more celebrated episodes in enlightenment histories of taxonomy, encounter, and racial reckoning -in the form of Linnaean systematics, the Pacific voyages of Cook and Banks, and the comparative anatomy projects of the later eighteenth century -travel, trade, and colonization confronted British naturalists and philosophers with pressing questions about the very possibility of contriving reasoned mechanisms of global classification. 10 Controversies over right method in classifying botanical species, for example, became pointed in the late seventeenth century. The philosopher (and sometime botanist) John Locke influentially expressed skepticism about the feasibility of designating true natural kinds, doubting human capacity to discern the essences of things through sensory evidence. Such species skepticism inflected debates among naturalists over the proper designation of species. Against rivals Augustus Rivinus and Joseph Pitton de Tournefort, John Ray, England's preeminent taxonomist and an associate of Locke, contended that species designation required a pragmatic consideration of multiple plant characteristics, and that philosophical claims that attention to a single given characteristic could underwrite a truly natural classification system lacked foundation. 11 Such debates occurred during a period of political and economic transformation directly concerned in the commercial widening of England's world. Locke's multiple profile is here ideally illustrative. The species skeptic also argued against the existence of an essential human nature, suggesting the need to collect evidence of global moral diversity for a "natural history of man," upon whose review he had provocatively embarked in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690). Fellows of the Royal Society, including Robert Boyle, William Petty, and John Woodward, designed questionnaires for merchants, ship captains, and traveling naturalists to procure intelligence about remote peoples as well as phenomena. Locke also sought to consolidate the political settlement of the Glorious Revolution, secure the value of English specie in light of the Recoinage Act, and develop England's colonial system through active involvement in the Royal Africa Company, the Council of Trade and Plantations, and the drafting of the Constitutions of Carolina. 12 As Simon Schaffer has shown, philosophers like Locke, Boyle, and Isaac Newton acted as high officers of state, deploying their expertise in a range of projects to uphold the creditworthiness of instruments of governance, commerce, and knowledge during an era of acute political and economic instability. The major financial systembuilding of the 1690s, including the founding of the Bank of England, promised rational management of debt and credit to facilitate capital investment in colonial enterprises. The instruments intended for this purpose, however, often brought speculative frenzy rather than stability, as shown by the disastrous collapse of the Darien colonization scheme in the late 1690s and the bursting of the South Sea bubble in 1720. In James Thompson's phrase, "disturbing new forms of paper money provoked a semiological crisis over the concept of value." 13 The profitability of African slavery in underwriting sugar production lay at the heart of these developments, through the South Sea Company's efficient annual supply of some 4,800 African slaves to the SpanishAmerican colonies under the Asiento and via intense private investment in Barbados and, especially in this period, Jamaica. Sloane's Atlantic voyage during 1687-89 as physician to Jamaica's new governor, the dissolute treasure-hunter Christopher Monck, second Duke of Albemarle, took place as Jamaica was being transformed from a privateering station into a slave-based plantation society, accompanied by parliamentary efforts to subject the planters' increasing profits to taxation.
14 The slave trade not only enabled the voyage that brought hundreds of rare specimens into Sloane's private collection; it underwrote his economic position, correspondence networks, and centrality as an information broker in the imperial capital. 15 Having trained in London, Paris, and Montpellier as an apothecary and physician, Sloane became expert at accumulating both things and people -Locke and Ray prominent among them; and his success in assembling the networks that would advance his careers in medicine, natural history, and collecting resulted ultimately in his patronage by the royal family, his elevation to the presidencies of the Royal College of Physicians and the Royal Society, and his creation as a baronet.
Sloane's engagement with slavery was decisive for his early fortunes. Once in Jamaica, where his patron Albemarle bought a consignment of slaves soon after disembarking, Sloane set to work as physician to the Duke and Duchess and numerous colonizers and slaves, whose case histories he included in the NHJ. He made the acquaintance of Elizabeth Langley Rose, then married to Fulke Rose of St. Thomas in the Vale, one of only six colonists who regularly imported significant numbers of Africans from the Royal Africa Company during the 1670s, in the era of its monopoly. After Rose died, Sloane married Elizabeth back in London in 1695 and gained access to her one-third share of the income from her husband's estates at Sixteen Mile Walk ("some of the best and securest plantations of the island"), a financial arrangement that lasted until her death in 1724. 16 Sloane's account books from the period document regular deliveries of sugar from the plantations. In September 1721, for example, he recorded receipt of ten hogsheads worth roughly £38 brought by the Loyal Charles from "MP" (Middleton Plantation); and in December of that year a South Sea Company ship named Neptune left London en route to Jamaica with a cargo of 395 slaves from Cabinda (near the mouth of the Congo River), to return in April 1723 carrying eight hogsheads of sugar for Sloane worth £32 from "KP" (Knowles Plantation). Combined with his income as a leading society physician and extensive property investments in Chelsea, this source of fortune formed the basis for half a century of collecting specimens, books, manuscripts, curiosities, and works of art, inspired by seventeenth-century models of the virtuosic connoisseur as embodied by friends like William Courten.
In addition to the specimens he transported to London and the income his family enjoyed, the Jamaica voyage built Sloane a lifelong professional connection to the West Indies in the form of intelligence-rich correspondence networks. Letters from the Jamaica-based physician Henry Barham in the early eighteenth century nicely capture the multiplicity of such information flows. Barham 20 The link between the resources that converged on Sloane's Bloomsbury house and the trade in Africans is strikingly evident in Sloane's acceptance of a "Black Boy" into his household as a "present" from Dr. Alexander Stuart in 1710, only for the youth to prove recalcitrant once in service. "I beg of you that you'd be pleasd to dispose of him as you shall think best, in sending him to the West Indies or elsewhere," Stuart embarrassedly urged, "and pray pardon my haveing given you the trouble of such a Rogue, who I thought might perhaps be of use to you." 21 Making use of Africans was indeed Sloane's strategy for accumulating knowledge of Jamaica. The landscape through which he traveled and the conditions under which he accessed the island's natural productions were fundamentally shaped by the presence of Africans -from plantation slaves to the Maroons who successfully resisted enslavement. Since the Restoration, planters had increasingly relied on slaves from the Gold Coast, West Central Africa, and the Bights of Benin and Biafra to produce sugar, rum, cotton, and cacao. By the time of Sloane's voyage, despite constant slave revolts, Africans outnumbered colonists by a factor of three: approximately thirty thousand to ten thousand, with the latter number in decline. Once in Jamaica, Sloane embarked on a horseback journey from the notorious pirate haven of Port Royal in the south to St. Ann on the northern coast, gathering specimens and engaging local artist Garrett Moore to draw living plants. Sloane's itinerary was closely defined by geographies of enslave-ment and resistance as he moved from one plantation to the next, enjoying the hospitality and conversation of planters and scrupulously avoiding the Maroon-controlled Blue Mountains and Cockpit Country, whose rebels engaged in their own medicinal, agricultural, and religious practices according to the tenets of West-African Obeah and "Maroon Science." 22 As Judith A. Carney and Richard N. Rosomoff have emphasized, Africans displaced by the slave trade were signal agents of botanical circulation and innovation in the Atlantic world. 23 The landscape beyond the plantation was of special relevance to Sloane's attempt to acquire previously unknown specimens. Africans provisioned themselves by cultivating their own land, harvesting foodstuffs such as plantains, yams, maize, okra, and beans, and raising livestock. In Jamaica's internal economy, they sold their produce at weekly markets, could acquire personal property, and although deprived of legal rights, successfully willed their grounds to heirs, a transmission planters blocked at risk of retaliation. 24 Sloane noted the role of local African knowledge explicitly in touting the authority and appeal of the NHJ, which he described as composed from "the best informations I could get from Books, and the Inhabitants, either Europeans, Indians or Blacks." 25 He "look'd into as much as I could" the matter of slaves' medicinal plants, such as the antimalarial Jesuit's Bark, and visited slaves in their provision grounds. Since, in his view, "the skill of using [the Spanish plantations] remain'd with the Blacks and Indians," slave gardens were crucial sites of mixed botanical and agricultural technique, where the curious might hope to harness an entire historical complex of transplanted indigenous, Spanish, and African expertise. The work of collecting samples was nested in the labor hierarchies that the British extended across the Atlantic: the naturalist gathered in his own "leisure-hours" while also engaging the enslaved to gather for him. 26 As Susan Scott Parrish has shown, Sloane's associate, the London apothecary and avid global networker James Petiver, routinely directed his American correspondents to train their slaves as auxiliary collectors, many of whose specimens Sloane ultimately absorbed into his herbarium. "Procure Correspondents for me wherever you come," Petiver instructed his Americabound apprentice George Harris in 1698, "and take directions how to write them, and procure something from them [with whom] you stay, showing their Slaves how to collect things by taking them along with you when you are abroad." Collecting things necessitated collecting people. Gathering natural specimens was a direct function of the labor systems, capital investment, and plantation order driving the expansion of the imperial British economy.
The Whole History of the Cacao
Although British commemorations celebrate Sloane as the inventor of milk chocolate, his engagement with cacao was in fact a late intervention in a long history of cultivation and circulation shaped by Amerindians, Spanish colonizers, and enslaved Africans. Cacao was not an indigenous Caribbean crop but a transplanted one, brought to Jamaica from the American mainland by the Spanish and harvested by African slaves. As the natural historian D. Quélus explained, only "the most handy negroes" were skilled enough to do this: "they go from tree to tree and from row to row, and with forked sticks or poles, they cause the ripe nuts to fall down, taking great care not to touch those that are not so, as well as the blossoms." 28 Marcy Norton has discussed the symbolism of cacahuatl as expressed in indigenous pre-Columbian artifacts, which depict it as a sacred tree of the south, enjoying associations with blood, sap, and vital force. A bitter and spicy drink commonly used as a febrifuge, taken hot by the Maya and cold by the Mexica, chocolatl -the Nahuatl word meaning "bitter water" on which the Spanish based their word chocolate, just as the term cacao was based on cacahuatl -overcame early associations with diabolism to be embraced by Iberian colonizers and peninsular consumers alike. Prepared according to various recipes but often sweetened with sugar, chocolate became a luxury good throughout much of Europe by the seventeenth century, taken either as a stimulant and alleged aphrodisiac or with alcohol, in coffeehouses and elite chocolate-houses (Sloane's collection included exquisite gilded and hand-painted earthenware chocolate cups). 29 Numerous recipes circulated among profiteers whose itineraries connected Royal Society curiosity with Caribbean resource hunting. Denis Papin, experimental technician at the Society, boiled chocolate with milk in vacuo the better to preserve its goodness, while the physician Henry Stubbe published The Indian Nectar (1662), which detailed recipes involving eggs, sugar, and milk to prepare chocolate as a stomachic elixir. 30 This was several decades before the period of Sloane's alleged invention of milk chocolate. "In England we are not content with the plain Spanish way of mixing Chocolata with water," Stubbe explained; " [we] either use milk alone; or half milk, and half conduit-water." 31 The increasing popularity of chocolate was part of the "Caribbeanization" of British tastes, at once eager and ambivalent. Stubbe assuaged worries about chocolate ruining the complexion by insisting that the chocolate-drinking American relatives of Boyle, his patron, had seen their beauty suffer "no diminution" and urged it as an anti-Puritan elixir befitting Restoration taste. 32 Hogarth later dramatized similar concerns in his depiction of an African servant dishing out chocolate to foppish Londoners in Marriage à-la-Mode part four (1745), a tableau that linked European corruption with luxury consumption, the hoarding of baubles, and the slave trade. 33 Sloane's chocolate adventure was thus more emulative than innovative. His many references in the NHJ to previous Spanish writings about cacao signaled his aim to collect and strategically rearrange preexisting foreign reconnaissance of American species for British purposes. 34 His presentation took a singular form, however: the publication of large and highly detailed engravings. "I am sensible that the charge of figures may deter you," Ray had earlier counseled; "draw them in piccolo, using a small scale, and thrust many species into a plate." 35 This was precisely what Sloane did not do. Outshining rival publications by naturalists such as Leonard Plukenet and Charles Plumier in quality, quantity, and magnitude, this lavish outlay was intended as useful to botanists, but it was also a symbolic expression of rising British power to display West Indian nature as well as of Sloane's personal capacity to do so as a wealthy naturalist-author. 36 Its composition relied on forms of paperwork as techniques for producing knowledge across distance. Based on sketches done in situ with terra-cotta crayon by Moore and on inked drawings made a decade later in London (as dated on the drawings) by Dutch draftsman Everhardus Kickius after the dry specimens Sloane had preserved, these engravings were the products of lengthy processes of collaboration and mediation involving the circulation of paper technologies across the Atlantic Ocean. Paper provided a precious resource for organizing early modern collections, from packing specimens for presentation and transportation to arranging them as a herbarium. Petiver's correspondence was littered with requests from colonists for expensive quires as well as mercury fixative. As Miles Ogborn has argued, for the history of the East India Company, paper rituals mediated the exercise of power in long-distance colonial relationships. Petiver, as noted, was particularly zealous in his distribution of paper to collect both specimens and people. Whenever he sent printed directions for preserving plants, he encouraged correspondents to circulate extra copies as a means to enroll new agents in his network. Sloane's herbarium, meanwhile, was literally a set of books of nature, embodying the notion that nature was designed by God to be read by man. Less loftily considered, it was also a form of "scrapbook science": a documentation center to record species identities by cutting, pasting, and labeling paper. Sloane's cacao was handled precisely in this way: an assistant glued the specimen to the page and affixed paper labels that referred it to pre existing descriptions in Sloane's Catalogus Plantarum (1696), Ray's Historia Plantarum (1686-1704), and its subsequent engraving in the NHJ (see figs. 1-2). 37 As Anke te Heesen has written, pasting, as much as writing, was an "operative process for generating meaning." 38 Moving paper across an ocean allowed for the execution of images that expressed highly specific philosophies of nature and strategies of visualization: plants were infinitely varied works of divine art, requiring pious attention to detail to depict the characteristics of individual specimens and thus to enable exact species designation. Sloane's cacao specimen is preserved on the fifty-ninth page of his fifth herbarium volume in the form of a branch with several leaves, the fragments of a nut-bearing pod, three flowers, and a single nut. Bound opposite is a drawing signed by Kickius that does not match this sample. Kickius appears to have inked an original Jamaican sketch of the living plant complete with pods, which formed the basis of the NHJ engraving ultimately executed by another Dutch artist, Michael van der Gucht, for publication in the second NHJ volume in 1725 ( fig. 2) .
What scheme of visualization was Sloane pursuing here through the skills of his various artists? Van der Gucht's engraving did not single out cacao's sexual characteristics, as Linnaean naturalists would do in subsequent years, but aimed to capture instead its general anatomy and fruits. Sloane followed Ray's pragmatic classification principles in particular, which treated species as accidental collections of multiple characteristics rather than focusing on a single putatively essential natural characteristic. 39 But Sloane's ontological and epistemological commitments ran deeper. As an avowed Baconian, he repeated on the NHJ's title page Bacon's Great Instauration motto of increasing knowledge, to signal his anti-Aristotelian 40 This commitment to infinite variety was underwritten by a providentialist cosmology that construed nature as a benevolent "contrivance" expressing "the wisdom and power of the first contriver and preserver" and designed for pious human advantage. Not one species had been lost "from the creation to this day," Sloane noted: each patiently awaited "artificial imitation" for the improvement of man's estate. Collecting and depicting were thus works that emulated the divine by "keeping the species from being lost." 41 This seemingly naturalistic depiction of individuals was simultaneously a work of colonial artifice, too. It juxtaposed a living branch complete with pods sketched in Jamaica with a dried pod, nut, and flowers rendered in London a decade later. This was distributed eye-witnessing from both sides of the Atlantic, drawn together into a unified depiction through the collector's masterful assembly of skills, pictures, and objects in the imperial capital. As Jill Casid has emphasized, the quintessential act of colonial botanical artifice was transplantation, and this was precisely the claim to attention that Sloane made. Lest readers hesitate to familiarize themselves with such remote species, he pointed out that many such plants were already being successfully cultivated in domestic British gardens. To "witness" Jamaican flora in the form of published engravings was no idle science or diversion -it meant to grasp the present reality of valuable imperial resources. 42 The authority of such engravings was far from invulnerable, as Sloane acknowledged, yet their circulation proved highly instrumental for both botanists and colonizers. In his second volume, published in 1725, he responded to charges alleging errors in the engravings and to claims that he had relied too heavily on dried specimens, whose appearance had been altered by time and preservation, rather than living plants. He noted defensively that the fruit trees engraved for volume two -cacao among them -had, by contrast with many of his plant species, been "drawn from the life," presumably by Moore, but perhaps also from transplanted specimens growing in the British isles. 43 Human observation was a modest imitation at best of divine vision, Sloane conceded, granting that in some cases minute anatomical parts had "escap'd my observation." But he defended himself as a genteel author by blaming errors on his "workmen," indicating that mistakes had been made by the engraver, the draftsman, and even "the person who fastened [the plants] into the books," while he also reasserted the value of the collective expertise he had mobilized, primarily on grounds of local utility: "I do not find any body, who minds those things in Jamaica, ever miss'd by my descriptions and figures, to find the plants I meant." 44 Sloane's client Barham claimed to work diligently from his figures while in Jamaica, verifying, correcting, and supplementing his patron's findings, while Sloane's contacts in Parisian botanical circles balked at his textual descriptions in English, but eagerly sought out his engravings in order to "see" what grew in Jamaica. Antoine de Jussieu, for one, asked "if a sample of the engravings could be excerpted from the book" for study. 45 Sloane doubtless obliged. And while the young Linnaeus notably visited him in Bloomsbury in 1736, he did not make a substantial study of the herbarium, but later based his designations of species, Theobroma cacao included, on the NHJ's engravings. Nineteenth-century botanical typification systems would later reestablish the scientific relevance of consulting the original specimen on which engravings like Sloane's were based. For Sloane and his immediate audience, however, what counted for identifying and designating species was the mobility not ultimately of the specimens themselves but of the engravings as authoritative views vouchsafed by a gentleman-author. 46 "I send you on this Ship a box, that hath in it a Cacao-tree painted to the life," an earlier Caribbean traveler had written to the Royal Society. " 'Tis certain, nothing was ever more like; and this Picture contains the whole History of the Cacao."
47 Visual images did not contain the whole history of Sloane's cacao, by contrast. For all the expense and care he lavished on his engravings, Sloane sought authority for his natural history as much through words as images. With great deliberateness, he embedded each of his engravings in a dense web of references to render them meaningful. The "Nullius in Verba" legend that adorns his chair as Royal Society president in Stephen Slaughter's portrait (1736) -where Sloane unfolds a drawing of exquisite Jamaican lagetto -is thus misleading. 48 His Baconian commitments notwithstanding, what distinguished Sloane's natural history was its aspiration, carrying forward Renaissance traditions of historia, to refine empirical reportage through learned reference. Sloane never intended his specimens or engravings to stand alone or as a form of natural language in the place of textual description. Unlike those Linnaean handbooks of the later eighteenth century that prioritized the visual over the textual, Sloane's was a chorographic natural history that contextualized its objects through detailed humanist reference. 49 The NHJ constituted "the Cacao Tree" by converting it first into words: naming, cross-referring, and verbally describing it. The name cacao was referred back to Ray's Historia Plantarum (1686-1704), which followed Clusius's 1605 usage. 50 This art of referral was allied with the goal of "reducing" to "their proper kinds" the number of catalogued species, rather than designating new varieties for every trivial anatomical difference. "Endeavouring to express new things by old classic words" had hindered natural history, Sloane wrote, but unwarranted renaming was also a "great obstruction to the knowledge of natural things." 51 "Seeing" cacao meant viewing its engraving in relation to a prose description. Having referred the reader to the entry "Cacao" in the Catalogus, which listed previous writers' accounts, Sloane then directed attention to its engraving. While the engraving might appear to have been the primary object of attention, it was nonetheless framed by Sloane's description. Readers were intended to move back and forth between engraving and description, located in different sections of the volume: to look, but then to be told what they had seen. The authority claim was double: eye-witnessing refined by learned reference. Only a botanist who had traveled to see "the nondescript Americans . . . growing in their natural places," Ray argued, and who had "read, considered, and compared" texts could reckon an individual specimen as the exemplar of a species. 52 Species designation involved creating a textual thread that reorganized previous accounts to point to the particular specimen on display. 53 This was Sloane's achievement.
Written in English for his fellow countrymen rather than in Latin for the learned, Sloane's anatomical description of his specimen featured common terms of reference and approximate measurements, to enable the NHJ's use by botanists at home and in the colonies. Cacao's trunk was thus "as thick as one's thigh," its fruit "as big as one's fist," its "shell . . . about half a crown's thickness." Color, texture, and taste (the nuts' "pulp is oyly and bitterish to the Taste") all constituted relevant objects of sensory attention. As noted, Sloane later deflected criticism in part by blaming the workmanship of his artists. This also produced the highly striking rhetorical effect of insisting that his prose descriptions were in fact more reliable than his engravings, because less mediated by "workmen." 54 Despite the great lengths and expenses to which they might go to render nature visible, naturalist-authors, on this view, could maintain the authority of their own words better than the images crafted by their artists. Crucially, however, Sloane's history of cacao was largely given over to describing its commercial and cultural functions, not its anatomy. Contrary to Michel Foucault's contention that "classical era" natural history marked a decisive shift from the magical Renaissance emblem to the naturalistic anatomical diagram, Sloane's ars excerpendi mobilized a substantial quantity of commercially inflected ethnographic reportage that tellingly multiplied its very object of inquiry: cacao as species, cacao as crop, and chocolate as recipe, medicine, and commodity. 55 Chocolate was "us'd by all people" in Jamaica, Sloane observed. He described its proper method of torrefaction; its various modes of preparation by Amerindians and Spanish colonists; its medicinal capacity to counter bloody fluxes and serve as a stomachic; and its propensity to "promote venery." Cacao nuts, he also noted, were a contraband commodity directly implicated in the slave trade. Perhaps because Jamaican cacao crops had been blighted in the early 1670s -Sloane witnessed several "ruined" Spanish cacao plantations -British merchants illegally sold African slaves to the Spanish to procure nuts from them for sale back home, at a hefty mark-up of 55 percent. 56 Within this commercial framework, Sloane then drew on the resources of his vast personal library to excerpt reports by naturalists and travelers of different nationalities that provided evidence of cacao's usage among native American peoples: Jean-Baptiste Du Tertre, William Dampier, Richard Hakluyt, Peter Martyr, Joannes de Laet, Francisco Hernández, Francisco Ximénes, Girolamo Benzoni, José de Acosta, Charles de Rochefort, and others. As Sloane's first biographer Thomas Birch observed, the NHJ was an achievement "which perhaps no library in the world but his own could have enabled him to make." 57 This extensive bibliography allowed for the artificial amplification of the voice that reported on cacao/chocolate, and the transcendence of in situ reportage by moving that voice beyond Jamaica to report from around the entire Caribbean basin: Campeche, Costa Rica, Guiaquil, Caraccas, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Mexico, Honduras, Bengala, and the banks of the Amazon River. 58 One striking theme emerged in particular: as both Acosta and Dampier put it, among Amerindians cacao nuts "pass for money." The natives of Nova Hispania "pay the King their tribute in Cacao, giving him four hundred Carga's, and every Carga is twenty four thousand almonds, which is worth in Mexico thirty pieces of Rials of plate," Sloane quoted John Chilton. In parts of Mexico, cacao nuts were a medium of exchange, with power over many other kinds of things. Again, Sloane quoted: "It goeth currently for money in any market, or fair, and may buy any flesh, fish, bread or cheese or other things" (Hawks). The nuts are "money and ready payment, an hundred and fifty for a Rial" (Petty); and when the Spanish arrived in Mexico, "these nuts went for current money, whence Peter Martyr gave them the name Amygdala Pecuniariae" (Martyr). 59 Most of the text Sloane printed under "The Cacao Tree" did not involve the anatomical eye-witnessing of a botanical species but rather a mediated ethnography of cacao nuts as a medium of exchange and a measure of value. This was emphatically the natural history of a virtuosic collector: collating secondhand reports not merely of commercially useful intelligence but of beliefs and usages to display human customs in all their remarkable variety. Sloane's multiple authorial voice matched the multiplicity of the object of his inquiry -not a botanical species narrowly construed, but an entity whose natural history was exhibited predominantly for its ethnographic interest. In an era of currency recoinage, increased reliance on paper money, and disastrous financial speculation, cacao's status as a form of Amerindian money evidently seized Sloane's imagination as an embodiment of the arbitrariness of all human value systems. Cacao was not merely a species -it was a curiosity. 60 Constituting species was not a wholly objectifying practice but a reflexive one: it involved both collective and individual self-definition on the part of natural historians. If naturalists made species, species also made naturalists. Regimes of scientific production manufacture their objects through assembling specific forms of social collectivity. In describing contemporary botanical field sciences, Bruno Latour has argued that what matters is the ability not simply to accumulate sample material but to circulate it back to the field, and that what circulates is the system of reference itself, with reference understood as "our way of keeping something constant through a series of transformations." Thus "a text speaks of plants. A text has plants for footnotes. A leaflet rests on a bed of leaves." 61 As noted, however, Sloane's NHJ did not have plants for footnotes. His herbarium specimens were not referenced in the text, and thus did not exist in print. Why not? The reasons for this are both epistemological and social. We have seen that Sloane and his contemporaries assumed that his engravings would circulate as authoritative working objects for readers as variously situated as Barham in Jamaica and Linnaeus in Uppsala, independent of the specimens from which they were derived. He did lend Jamaican specimens to trusted intimates like Ray, whose species descriptions anticipated some of those published in the NHJ. Later commentators, like the botanical historian Richard Pulteney, made much of such gestures, praising Sloane for exemplary "liberality" and virtuous commitment to the exchange of materials within the naturalist community. 62 But presumptions of private ownership and privileged access also guarded Sloane's precious Caribbean treasures against the claims of rivals like the royal botanist Leonard Plukenet. "Your instructions in letting nobody have a sight of what you sent shall be observed," Ray excitedly confided to Sloane at one point. 63 Although his Jamaican herbarium depended for its existence on the maritime resources of the British state and the slave trade, once assembled it provided an essentially private resource for individual self-fashioning through the publication of a single-author natural history.
If designating species was an exercise in moral self-definition, however, it became a decidedly ambiguous one in Sloane's case, because of the competition that arose over using his name as a brand for selling milk chocolate commercially in eighteenth-century Britain. The survival of trade cards promoting "Sir Hans Sloane's Milk Chocolate" has long been taken as evidence that Sloane invented milk chocolate (for drinking), pioneered its commercial sale, and made a fortune in the process. No direct evidence, however, appears to verify this heroic narrative, which has nonetheless proven irresistible whether framed by celebration or condemnation. The brand in fact appears to have been invented beginning in the 1750s, and thus after Sloane's death, by a London grocer named Nicholas Sanders, who claimed access to an original Sloane recipe in the course of a public dispute in 1775 with rival grocers who were also using Sloane's name to sell milk chocolate. So appealing did the brand become that Cadbury also invoked Sloane in its own marketing in the nineteenth century, although evidently without the same controversy. 64 In reality, as a wealthy baronet Sloane would have had little need or desire to attach his name to a commodity in an era that prized the public fiction of gentlemanly disinterestedness. And it was precisely this image that paradoxically proved so attractive in the early production of the Sloane brand, as a mark of genteel trust. As the chocolate-makers Edward and John White insisted on their early-nineteenth-century trade cards, "Sir Hans Sloane's Milk Chocolate" was "greatly recommended by several eminent physicians, particularly those of Sir Hans Sloane's acquaintance," for its "light effects" on the stomach and "good effects in consumptive cases." The figure positioned to sell Sloane's Milk Chocolate was that of the gentleman-physician, not the commercial profiteer. 65 Sloane himself had worked hard to forge the image of his virtue, from which marketers continue to profit. Thus in the portrait by Slaughter, he had himself painted handling exquisite lagetto rather than a conspicuous commodity like cacao. This is the figure The Botanist restaurant invokes today: the refined celebrant of nature's elegance, rather than the agent of its commodification. Today's purveyors of Sir Hans Sloane's Milk Chocolate, with whom this essay began, also sell their products as markers of refined and individualized taste, set against the mass marketing of industrially manufactured chocolate. The Sloane brand, invented in the eighteenth century and reinvented in our own, continues to thrive through its potent yet ambiguous moral authority: that of the global connoisseur as benevolent entrepreneur.
A Very Perverse Generation of People
Sloane's description of the cultural uses of cacao was part of a broader natural-historical enterprise that included intelligence gathering concerning foreign peoples. Observing, describing, collecting, and visualizing were practices that made human beings the objects of knowledge, like plants, animals, or minerals. Three key issues governed naturalists' curiosity concerning foreign peoples in the late seventeenth century: physical variation, moral diversity, and technical expertise. First, curiosity about physical variation was prominent in thinking about foreign peoples, particularly Africans. In 1696, Woodward published a series of questions concerning maritime conditions, diseases, and exotic phenomena, as well as practical directions for preserving and conveying plants and artifacts. He enjoined travelers to "make enquiry into all [the] Customs" of foreign peoples, and their cosmologies, while also targeting their physical features: their faces, eyes, noses, hair, and "the colour of their Skin whether white, brown, tawny, olive, or black: the colour of their Infants when first born: whether white people removing into hot Countries become by degrees browner, &c. and Blacks removing into cold Countries, paler: whether People that inhabit the Countries which are hottest, be in Complexion of all the blackest." 66 African men and women were of special interest to colonizers in relation to perceived extremities of color and bodily durability. The same bodies that provoked naturalistic curiosity to transcend the Curse of Ham as an explanation of "black" color would come increasingly to be modeled as possessing exemplary physical hardiness and thus natural fitness for slave labor. 67 Moral diversity and practical craftsmanship were no less important as strategic concerns, however. Daniel Carey has persuasively articulated the philosophical program embarked upon by Locke as an imperially situated interpreter of global ethnographic intelligence in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding. 68 Locke controversially built his argument against the existence of a morally uniform human nature through careful engagement with travel reports of foreign customs such as ritual sacrifice. This was not a polygenetic account: a single act of creation remained at the origin of a divinely unified human species. That species was not characterized by uniformity, however, but moral diversity, of which cultural differences were the external expression. Human beings, therefore, both possessed and required a natural history of variety (the "natural history of man"), to be assembled through observation, collection, and description. 69 Curiosity about foreign peoples also placed heavy emphasis on scrutiny of the manual dexterity and practical techniques of non-Europeans. As Joyce E. Chaplin has shown for English engagements with the peoples of the Powhatan Confederacy in the early modern Chesapeake, demographically inferior colonizers, dependent on local assistance for survival, initially admired the hunting techniques and instruments used by indigenous peoples as equal if not superior to their own. 70 Attention to foreign craftsmanship was no less prized back in London. As secretary of the Royal Society, Sloane explicitly appealed for information on "the instruments and materials made use of in the places [travelers] come . . . that we may content ourselves with our own inventions where we go beyond them and imitate theirs wherein they go beyond ours." 71 Sloane's descriptions of Africans in the NHJ responded to all three concerns -the physical, moral, and technical -by attending to the curious in each. Curiosity carried at least two distinct emphases here, connoting on one hand the careful and minute observation of particulars as part of the quotidian collection project of reformist Baconian natural history, but retaining, on the other hand, an older connotation of the strange and marvelous. 72 Sloane's reportage bore the marks of both emphases. He framed his account not as a description of the institution of slavery, but rather as the study of a putatively natural group. He designated this group not as Africans, or even "slaves," but typically as "blacks" or "negroes" (the term slave does appear, but "black" and "negro" dominate the text as categories). Just as provenancing played an important role in accounting for individual botanical species, so too did it govern, in pragmatic manner, what counted as useful distinctions when writing about the "Negros, Mulatos, Alcatrazes, Mestises, Quarterons, &c. who are the slaves." Provenance of Africans counted as an index of slaves' productivity: island-born "Creolians" were properly "seasoned" and thus "reckoned more worth" than those newly transported from Guinea or those from the East Indies. 73 As a collector who was expert in discerning form and value through the visual inspection of objects, Sloane keenly noted, following Woodward's injunction, that the children of blacks were in fact "reddish brown when first born. From several countries they are of a deeper or paler colour, [and] when the same persons are paler than ordinary 'tis a sign of sickness." Curious attentiveness to anatomical particulars linked profitable colonial sites of naturalist study and the slave market: appraisals of slaves demanded skills not unlike those required for examining specimens or artifacts. As Sloane noted, after describing the use of palm oil to render Africans' bodies lustrous for sale, "the planters choose their negros by the country from whence they come, and their look." 74 But skin color was also worthy of curious attention insofar as it appeared to defy the regular course of nature. "At the plantation of Captain Hudson there was a young woman white all over, born of a black mother," Sloane reported. He described the girl in question as "white all over," but with hair that was "short, woolly, and curled like those of the blacks in Guinea." Such children were worshipped in parts of Ethiopia "as the offspring of the Gods," he noted, while others put them to "death for being the children of the devil. I was told that in Nieves two such were born. . . . the skins of such are whiter than ours." 75 Transgenerational color change was a curious fact bordering on the prodigious. As this quotation shows, however, rather than offer an interpretation of this phenomenon or draw out its implications for a philosophy of human variation, Sloane again indulged his collector's predilection for exhibiting the range of interpretation such phenomena could provoke -just as he displayed cacao as an ethnographic curiosity through its function as indigenous money. His statements about the customs of Africans depicted, likewise, a certain moral extremity in African behavior. His most striking such passage entailed a meticulous account of the punishment and execution of slaves who rebelled against their masters, detailing several of the gruesome methods employed by planters to deter further uprisings: burning at the stake, hobbling, chaining, whipping, and burning wounds with pepper and wax. Here, minute attention to the violent technologies of colonial discipline mixed with commentary that registered the extremity of the scene. These "very exquisite torments," Sloane noted, "and punishments are suffered by them with great constancy." Sloane concluded his account with a necessitarian reminder that such methods were less terrible than those used by other European powers, or indeed slaves in rebellion, and were "merited by the blacks, who are a very perverse generation of people." His language interestingly recalls an earlier passage in which Locke had cited the capacity of Canadian Hurons to with "constancy endure inexpressible torments," as evidence for the local effects of the "law of opinion" on human behavior, against universal norms. Whether Sloane had seen his friend's manuscript or not, his description of Africans enduring slavery evidently drew from an established lexicon for couching curiosity about foreign peoples' behavior as a question of moral diversity. 76 In addition to making minute descriptions, the collection of objectsand in one notable case, engraving -suggests an important unity of method between the botanical and human assemblies of Sloane's natural history. Both ethnographic and anatomical curiosities followed plant and animal specimens through colonial networks. Sloane listed several such items in his catalog of "miscellaneous things": spoons made out of cala bashes used by slaves; whips used to beat slaves; nooses for executing rebels; and clothing and weapons employed by Maroons. 77 This was probably a unique collection for the early eighteenth century, although it appears to have been accumulated as a set of gifts over several years from correspondents like Barham rather than deliberately acquired by Sloane. In addition, Sloane possessed several African human remains, including skin samples, fetal material, and "stones extracted from the vagina of a negro African girle."
78 Again, these were gifts largely from colonial suppliers, such as Dr. John Symmer of Gloucester County, Virginia, who remarkably sent these extracted stones in his very first letter to Sloane, in the hopes of brokering relations with the great collector. If nothing else, such overtures intriguingly show how remote correspondents reckoned the curiosity of the natural historian of Jamaica not limited to botany but to include the things and bodies of slaves.
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What of Sloane's own collecting? One artifact Sloane himself apparently did transport from the Caribbean was a "Jamaica strum strum [p] or musicall instrumt. made of an oblong -hollowed piece of wood." The history of this object demonstrates a singular application of botanical visualization techniques to a human artifact ( fig. 3) . The artist was again Kickius, who juxtaposed the strum strump (in reality a central African lute) with an eight-stringed West African harp behind it, and an Indian tanpura in front of it (the engraving foregrounds wooden sticks that Africans used for cleaning their teeth). In the NHJ, the engraving is linked to a description of slave performances in Jamaica, a description that notably includes music recorded on staves, provenanced by Sloane the dutiful naturalist in terms of distinct ethnic variants he labeled "Angola," "Papaw," and "Koromanti."
80 As Kay Dian Kriz has observed, Sloane associated Africans' great agility in their music and dance with the expression of base passions. 81 But it was nevertheless a remarkable act to preserve, describe, and engrave an artifact of the enslaved at a time when West Africans' cultural possessions were being actively stripped and suppressed by the slave trade (musical instruments were often banned for fear of inciting resistance, something that may have increased their curiosity value for a connoisseur like Sloane). Where the earl of Shaftesbury rejected exotic craftsmanship (including music) as barbarous, corrupting, and beneath tasteful contemplation, Sloane evidently valued the strum strump's capacity to exhibit African dexterity as part of the comparative natural history of ingenuity that he was organizing his global collection of human artifacts to display. 82 What, then, do Sloane's descriptions and collections reveal about the relatedness of the botanical and the human in early modern natural history as well as emergent concepts of racial hierarchy? Part of the answer concerns historical genesis: through the profit-driven networks opened by the slave trade, botanical circulation fostered the communication of ethnographic intelligence and lent it useful techniques of observation, description, visualization, and collection. Unquestionably, botany's regime was more specific in its anatomizing techniques and taxonomic demands -hence the disproportionate number of plant species assembled and engraved compared to just a single slave artifact, the strum strump. In offering minute observations of the putative natural group he labeled blacks, however, Sloane was responding to long-standing strategic desires for information concerning foreign peoples. As an arranger of things rather than a philosopher of natural order, he made no explicit theoretical claims for the relation between his accounts of plants and people. A benevolent god vouchsafed devout fact-gathering: "The knowledge of natural-history," he optimistically declared, "being observation of matters of fact, is more certain than most others, and in my slender opinion, less subject to mistakes than reasonings." 83 Sloane did not organize his objects into a museum of the mind, but of the hand: an arrangement of human artifacts by type, which mixed objects from different foreign peoples rather than assembling discrete cultural groups or a temporal sequence to exhibit difference as progress, such as would come to shape the British Museum in later decades. 84 His was instead a strategic providentialist survey of the creation, predicated on the assumption that its wondrous natural and artificial variety was unified by divine intelligence and designed for exploitation by the pious. Although Sloane's curiosity about plants might seem rather more quotidian and pragmatic than his interest in the marvelous attributes of "negroes," both were concerned with particularity, variety, and utility. In the case of blacks, variety signified in both moral and physical terms. Sloane did not seek to articulate a clear concept of "race." His numerous medical case histories asserted no essential bodily difference between colonizers and slaves in Jamaica. 85 As a Christian, he would have subscribed to the orthodoxy of a chain of being that monogenetically unified the human family as a unique species made in the image of God, notwithstanding his miscellaneous assertion that blacks had "no manner of religion." 86 He did nevertheless participate in a historical moment -triggered by the acceleration of the slave trade -in which naturalists intensified their speculations about the possibility that Africans constituted a physically distinct human group. This was well before the late eighteenth century, where scholars have most often located the entrenchment of more purely physical theories of human difference. 87 Sloane was eminently aware of such speculations. In 1696, for example, he took part in a discussion at the Royal Society concerning "the cause of blacknesse of the Negers," featuring Robert Hooke, Edward Tyson, and others, which he himself recorded as secretary. He noted, for instance, the report that he himself had made about the curious phenomenon of radical color change among Africans of which he had been a firsthand witness in Jamaica. Among the most far-reaching was one suggestion made by former president Sir John Hoskyns, who conceived that the color of Africans "was occasiond by glands immediately lying under the skin and that the blacknesse proceeded from some particular propriety of the countrys when that race of men have been produced." 88 In an Atlantic world fast being remade by the slave trade, the natural history that described plants like cacao was linked to reimagining the order of man. At the level of vernacular taxonomy, meanwhile, "chocolate" was becoming a startlingly direct racial shorthand. As surgeon Thomas Aubrey wrote in reference to the human cargoes of the middle passage in 1729, "the first sort are of a kind of chocolate colour. . . ."
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Postscript: The Herbarium in the Cocoon
In its treatment of Sloane's engagement with cacao and chocolate in the colonial Caribbean, this essay has stressed the interpenetration of the botanical and the human in early modern natural history. Interestingly, this relationship may be reemerging in the twenty-first century science museum. One of the most striking sights in the new cocoon-shaped Darwin Centre, which opened in 2009 at London's Natural History Museum (NHM) -where Sloane's Jamaican cacao is now housed -is surely Sloane's bound herbarium volumes, visible through windows designed to allow the general public to see the museum's botanists at work. This placement of something closed inside a building that mimics a natural form designed to open provides a suggestive glimpse into the kind of space where past and present regimes of science now meet. Here the public gaze, in a new architectural space modeled on notions of transparency and accessibility, is met by a reminder of the closed origins of the museum's own collections in the form of a bound book of nature: a "closed object of modernity," to recall Latour and Weibel's discussion of the target of their Making Things Public installation in 2005. 90 Aware of this issue, the Darwin Centre curators attempt to open these volumes in new ways and to make public the imperial history of their global collections. This involves the installation of touch-sensitive computer screens to open the herbarium for visitors as a virtual book, revealing page after page of preserved early modern species. 91 It also means beginning to speak of "the contributions of indigenous people or enslaved Africans [that] go unrecorded and under valued" in such pages. "The Museum is indebted . . . also to the people, both known and unknown, who have contributed to the collections." 92 If the creation of the NHM in 1881 effected an institutional division between the natural and the human in Sloane's great collections (ethnographic artifacts remained in the British Museum), the NHM now hints at the reintegration of human presence in its galleries as well as programs that invite members of London's African and Caribbean communities to discuss the scientific legacy of the slave trade. 93 The Sloane herbarium provides a remarkable artifact through which to do so, since it contains nuts used for provisioning slave ships, beans grown in Jamaican slave gardens, and plants used in the pharmacosmic systems of West Indian Obeah and Maroon Science. 94 The issue is not just how to think about the sciences' history, but how to create venues for public discussion of the social and geopolitical entanglements of all scientific work, past and present. Two aims are important here: first, to understand the active role of West Africans and the slave trade in circulating plant-stuffs and knowledge in the Atlantic world as well as the meanings of such plants in Africans' own cultural systems, like Obeah, as they moved from West Africa to the Caribbean. As contemporary commemorations featuring "Chawklit Tea" remind us, Afro-Jamaicans and their descendants have always had their own uses for plants like cacao, which continue to inform their distinctive historical consciousness. The second aim is to build a postuniversalist museum that, instead of reinforcing categories of nation, empire, or cosmos, exhibits the histories of crosscultural exchange that produce assemblies like the Sloane herbarium in the first place. In our own era, as in Sloane's, making species public not merely entails visions of botanical technique or scientific self-fashioning, but actively produces global relations. It is to this recognition that early modern histories can also contribute.
